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Pronouns. Sandra Boyd. Personal Pronouns. A pronoun is a word that takes the place of one
or more nouns. The most frequently used pronouns are called . Pronoun Case. Do I need the
pronoun they? Or do I need the pronoun them instead? This presentation covers when to use
subjective, objective, and possessive . Many pronouns have antecedents, nouns or pronouns
to which they refer. A pronoun must always agree with its antecedent in number, whether

singular or . In this educational animated movie about English learn about nouns, antecedent,
plurals, singular, and pronouns.Pete's PowerPoint Station is your destination for free
PowerPoint presentations for TEENs and teachers about Pronouns, and so much more.This
brief video explains possessive pronouns. It gives examples of possessive pronouns and how
to correctly use them. Even though this video is short, it is a . Nov 8, 2011 . Pronouns He They
Themselves What This Me Mine Yours Him I Those.The word or phrase replaced by a pronoun
is called an antecedent. Example: Halloween is. It is a pronoun that refers to the antecedent,
Halloween.) Example :.Take a look inside our printable book "Nouns, Pronouns & Adjectives
(Grade K-4) ," with this sneak peek slideshow. You'll see a preview of the worksheets and . Mar
4, 2013 . Intended as a 10min presentation (slideshow) on Nouns and Pronouns. FET phase
ELT.
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Title: Reflexive Pronouns 1 Reflexive Pronouns 2 Reflexive Pronouns . Main Entry reflexive
pronounFunction noun a pronoun referring to the subject of the sentence, Find and save ideas
about Pronoun Activities on Pinterest, the world's catalog of ideas. | See more about Teaching
Pronouns , Speech Therapy and Speech Language Pathology. Complete SPaG lesson
designed to meet the new 2014 curriculum which contains: starter activity, which generates
pronouns ; quick yet clear teaching input, via the.
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Pick out the indefinite pronoun in each sentence below.. Reflexive and intensive pronouns
should never. pronouns refer to specific persons or things. Karen ate pizza. She was hungry.
The word 'she' is a.
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